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DREAMS

UM Reaches New Heights with
Earth Science Satellite
by Cary Shimek
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The launch window ticked away, the countdown clock wasn’t
moving and tensions mounted, Qraduate student team member
Alisa Keyser said, “I think I’m g o in g to throw up,”

Tension and dismay were etched in the faces o f The University
chance o f taking place. Director Steve Running said, “This is just
o f M ontana researchers as their launch window ticked aw ay. The
like a Hollywood suspense thriller.” Program director Young-ee
countdown for the Atlas HAS rocket that would carry their softC ho responded, “But in Hollywood we usually have a happy
ware into space was on hold,
ending.”
stymied by unexpected weather bah
The launch window ticked aw ay, the countdoum clock wasn’t
loon data indicating high winds in
moving and tensions mounted. Graduate student team member
the upper atmosphere. A Pacific
Alisa Keyser said, “1 think I’m going to throw u p.”
front had just moved in, perfectly
timed to disrupt N A SA ’s 24'minute
he $ 1 .3 billion Terra is intended to be a stethoscope
window o f opportunity on D ec. 18.
in th e sky — a satellite th at will provide daily
Years o f w ork by UM ’s
ch eck ups on the E arth ’s health. T h e size of a
Numerical Terradynamic
small bus and weighing 1 0 ,5 0 0 pounds, Terra is the
Simulation Group had com e to this:
flagship of N A S A ’s Earth Observing System, which
They were 10 people pacing among
eventually will comprise a flotilla of about 2 0 satellites. EO
hundreds o f other scientists and
an attem pt to carefully and continuously m onitor the
technicians in a huge Lockheed
entire Earth to evaluate the trends o f global
Martin aircraft hangar at
change. Terra and oth er E O S instruments will
California’s Vandenberg Air Force
measure global habitability, exam ining
Base. The UM delegation edgily
w hether the current number of people on
scanned television monitors showing
Earth and their activities are sustainable.
the rocket and listened to crackling
Running’s involvem ent with N A S A start
This launchpad was home to the
public-address-system
updates
from
ed
in
1981 when the space agency broadened
Terra satellite for 27 months.
Atlas Launch Control. Some wan
its research team to include a more diverse group
dered outside to gaze at the 165-foot-tall tower o f m etal resting
— even an ecologist in faraway M ontana. Running and other
serenely on its pad four miles aw ay. They suspected it wasn’t going
global change scientists helped guide N A S A ’s vision for a
anywhere. And the 60-degree temperature and blue windless sky
com prehensive Earth m onitoring system in the ’80s, and after
belied controllers’ statements that air currents raged far above.
EO S was conceived in 1 990, Running’s U M group was award
ed a $ 7 .9 million grant to design software for Terra.
The group was used to disappointment. Various delays already
had kept die rocket and die Terra environmental satellite it con
Specifically, U M researchers crafted software for M O D IS,
tained stranded on the pad for 27 months. Then when NASA
the M oderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, the pri
finally set a firm launch date for D ec. 16, that event was scrubbed
mary sensor o f five bundled into Terra. M O D IS will measure
because o f a glider straying into
the atmosphere, land and ocean
Vandenberg air space and then a computer
processes, ocean color, global vegeta
glitch. Close to 1,000 spectators had been
tion, cloud characteristics, temperature
bused to the base for that launch attempt,
and moisture profiles, and snow cover.
only to be disappointed 39 seconds before
Orbiting from pole to pole at an alti
liftoff. N ow , two days later, N ASA was
tude of 705 kilometers, M O D IS will
trying again before a much smaller audi
scan the entire Earth every one to two
ence.
days, with the ability to hone in on
The wind delay brought spirits to a
details less than a kilometer wide.
new low. I f this launch failed, NASA
Terra and other EO S satellites will
wouldn’t try again until at least Jan . 6,
m onitor how rapidly carbon dioxide
and most o f the UM crew wouldn’t return
and other gases responsible for global
to watch their work take flight. N o one
temperature change will accum ulate in
knew when another attempt would hap
the future. T h e satellites also will m ea
pen. If they had learned anything in the
sure changes such as deforestation,
last two days, it was that rocket science
desertification, glacial retreat, wildfires,
offers no guarantees.
urbanization and more. Terra is a coop
When asked, Jo e Glassy, the UM
erative venture among many countries,
team's director of software development,
and C anada and Japan each provided
Workers prepare to encase Terra in its rocket nosecone.
gave the launch perhaps a 25 percent
one of Terra’s instruments.

T
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The countdown passed below the mark where it was aborted
before. Then eyes widened, not quite believing, as the PA
s y s te m started saying, “10, 9, 8

Running assembled a talented team to help program
M O D IS. Glassy, a primary player, personally wrote three of
the problem-solving algorithms for the software. H e said their
work is composed of 7 5 ,0 0 0 lines of code in C programming
language.
“This was uncharted territory for all of us,” Glassy said.
“W e had to create a brand new way of doing things, since this
was the first time N A S A had scattered its work around the
nation at various institutions. W e constantly e-mail and call
researchers all over the place to bring everything together.”
H e said the project was as m uch a technological and engi
neering challenge as a scientific one. T h ey had to design and
assemble new hardware at U M th at would allow them to run
local data-crunching processes after the satellite’s launch.
Glassy said their innovative and painstaking work should
pay big dividends for Earth science research. “This software
will let us put a microscope on the E arth ’s ecosystems every
day,” he said. “W e will be able to estim ate the productivity of
all land on the E arth .”

Unknown to the anxious UM researchers, the unexpected
upper atmosphere winds weren’t strong enough to scrub the launch
that day. Instead, N ASA controllers raced to update the rocket’s
flight program to compensate for the new weather readings, since
rockets are actually steered
through the atmosphere as
they blast into orbit. The
stressed controllers also waited
for another weather balloon to
confirm the earlier wind read | mgs. They started a count* down, knowing they could
<5 abort it if needed.
I
The nearly incomprehensie ble PA system suddenly
Young-ee Cho (center) and other UM team
announced, “That's a g o on
members watch the rocket lift off.
the upper level winds.” There
was a scattering o f applause, but most members o f the UM group
didn’t hear. They had already moved outside to stare toward Space
Launch Com plex 3 East with growing anticipation.
“That’s why they call it rocket science,” said UM Research
Associate Professor Ramakrishna N emani quietly. “A million
things have to go right.”
The countdown passed below the m ark where it was aborted
before. Then eyes widened, not quite believing, as the PA system
started saying, “10, 9 , 8 . . . . ’’
Running said an event called “first light” will com e several
weeks after launch. T h a t’s w hen Terra data should start flood
ing into their U M computers — enough to fill an entire set of
encyclopedias each day. T h eir M O D IS software should start

6
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operating about 6 0 days after launch.
Initially the U M team will evaluate its calculations and
software for accuracy. M O D IS will be like a new cam era that
must be calibrated and focused, and this process could take a
year or m ore. T h ey w on’t know w hether the software is work
ing properly for at least six m onths after liftoff.
“First light will be like a first roll o f film from a new cam 
era,” Running said. “T h e n w hen th e software is running, we
go into a real quality-control mode to see how good our soft
ware is. W e will sample land all over the world — from tropi
cal forests to w heat fields — during all seasons, to take a look
at the com plete growth system.”
Glassy said M O D IS is like a digital cam 
era, and the U M software will be used to
develop the film and see the picture —
hopefully a brilliant, insightful picture for
Earth science researchers and educators.
A successful launch immediately makes
U M the regional cen ter for analyzing data from
Terra, since nobody but those associated w ith Running’s lab
know how to use the information. U M ’s E O S Training C en ter
— - divided into education and natural resource training co m 
ponents — will teach educators and land managers about
acquiring and interpreting detailed E O S satellite data for years
to com e. A ll told, the E O S project at U M employs or partially
employs about 3 0 people, m ost o f whom work closely with the
U niversity’s forestry and education schools.
Forestry A ssociate Professor Lloyd Q ueen works to develop
new software and applications for M O D IS data. H e said
clients already are lining up to use information from Terra,
especially in the fire community.
Q ueen’s remote-sensing lab has developed a model that
detects and tracks fires from space for the A laskan Fire
Service. T h e lab uses data from an older satellite to create the
maps, but he hopes to start
using the better M O D IS
data this spring. H e also is
working to produce a Fire
Intelligence System for the
U .S . Forest Service, w hich
would help fire managers
study fire danger, fuel co n 
ditions and more.
“I hope we ca n help fire
managers make better deci
A NASA illustration of Terra eyeing the
Earth.
sions,” he said. “For pre
scribed bums we could help them make decisions about when
and where to bum , and for how long.”
Running’s lab has operated on the largest grant in the
University’s history, and it still has two years left on the cur
rent N A S A co n tract. T h e affable researcher hopes his team ’s

UM researchers (from left) Joe Glassy, Steve Running and Ramakrishna Neman! feel the Joy after Terra heads up Into the blue.

work with Terra may lead to future cooperative projects with
the space agency, and their M O D IS software already is sched
uled to take flight on another EO S satellite, Aqua, w hich is

A NASA news conference days before liftoff.

tentatively set to launch in December 2 0 0 0 . Running admit
ted that if Terra never made it into orbit, they would be
crushed, but at least they have A qua — which will focus on
the oceans and waterways — as a backup.
Terra has a life expectancy of six years, and the entire EO S
mission should last roughly 15 years. Running said he already
is working with other N A S A planners to design the n ext gen
eration of EO S satellites.
An exuberant roar rose from the crowd as the base o f the rocket
flared, and the launch vehicle started riding a pillar o f white up into
the limitless blue heavens. For many watching it was a capstone
event — something that comes along once in a career — and they
hugged, pumped fists in the air and watched their dreams take flight
— some with damp eyes. The UM contingent stared skyward long

after the rocket’s rumble had faded, watching the trail o f exhaust
drift into a corkscrew shape and then slowly dissipate.
“W e’re in business — our careers aren’t ruined after all,"
Running said with a wide grin immediately after liftoff. “W hen they
started going ‘10, 9, 8 ,’ my mind just short-circuited, and then all
o f a sudden you see the candlelight under the rocket, and then you
know! Our software is now in orbit. I didn’t think I could go that
long without breathing. ”
When asked for a memorable quote to m ark the moment,
Running jokingly ripped o ff N eil Armstrong by saying, “That’s one
small step for EOS and one giant leap for global habitability.”
“Nothing could go wrong, and nothing did go wrong,” Glassy
said. “W e’re floating, I tell you. This is like winning the title in
triple overtim e.”
“It was a beautiful sight,” said N em ani, “something I've waited
15 years to see.”
Despite all the countdown
“ T h a t’s one small
delays, the launch itself was
picture perfect, with the rocket
step for E O S and
lifting o ff 10 seconds before the
launch window slammed shut.
one giant leap for
Spectators were kept cheering
by announcements such as
global habitability.”
“Terra has successfully separat
ed from its launch vehicle and
is now in orbit” (1 3 minutes and 40 seconds into the flight) or
“Terra’s solar panel has successfully deployed.”
A fter liftoff the spectators were bused to a nearby Air Force
officer’s club to celebrate the launch o f N ASA’s most ambitious
earth-science project ever. The UM crew raised champagne glasses
high as Dennis Dunbar, an official with Lockheed Martin, the com
pany that built the rocket, led them in a toast: “Congratulations to
the satellite team. N ow here’s to the beginning o f the science.”
Vis io n 2000
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by Vikki McLaughlin
verything changes over time. Rivers change course, widen
ing, narrowing, winding where once they were straight.
Landscapes change. Even the magnetic North Pole
Mchanges. So, too, has Bob Bergantino’s study of Lewis and
§ Clark’s legendary journey across North America changed
— from an interest in history to a hobby that nearly has become a
life’s work.
Known in some circles as the “mapping guru,” Bergantino has
spent his spare time during the last 30 years investigating and pin
pointing the route and stops that Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark made — especially in Montana — during their expedition from
St. Louis to the Pacific Ocean.
Of course, Bergantino points
out, pinpointing does not nec
essarily mean finding the exact
location of a campsite.
' ~\“Wehave to redefine what
we mean by-exact,” says the 59year-old associate research pro
cessor of hydrogeology at UM’s
Montana Tech in Butte. “A
point on a map may cover 100
square feet, or 1,000. How
close can ypu come?” -.
Not close enough, in many
cases. According to Bergantino,
many historical markers and
maps proclaiming “Lewis and
Montana Tech’s Bob Bergantino.
Clark camped here” are off as
much as several miles. At Travelers’ Rest, which the expedition so
named because its members paused to rest there before crossing the
Bitterroot Mountains south of Missoula, a historic marker tells
today’s travelers that Lewis and Clark camped at the mouth of Lolo
Creek. Bergantino says the real camp is at least 1.5 miles upstream.
Another sign at the mouth of Missoula’s Rattlesnake Creek claims
that Clark camped there on July 3, 1806, but according to
Bergantino’s calculations, the camp actually was three or four miles
to the west, near Missoula’s airport.
Near Helena yet another sign, which is being modified by the
Daughters of the American Revolution, says the expedition’s camp
site was three miles downstream from the actual campsite at Gates of
the Mountains.
Bergantino, who has taught and conducted research at Montana
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Tech for more than 25 years, is known nationwide as an expert car
tographer of the Lewis and Clark expedition, consulting with every
one from local amateur historians and historical organizations to the
National Park Service, U.S. Forest Service and editors such as Gary
Moulton, a professor of history at the University of Nebraska-Uncoln
who has edited a 13-volume edition of Lewis’ and Clark’s diaries.
Bergantino has created many maps, including one of the expedition’s
route through Montana that he donated to the Portage Route
Chapter of the Lewis and Clark Heritage Foundation in Great Falls.
“(Bergantino) is very well known for his work,” says Jane Weber,
director of the National Historic Trail Interpretive Center in Great
Falls. “He’s really an expert in deciphering the field notes in the jour
nals and Clark’s maps and determining the relationship to curreht
landscapes.”
Although modest and unassuming about his expertise,
Bergantino is “very generous with his time,” Weber says. W hen the
center opened in 1998, Bergantino not only helped with the exhibit
on Clark’s cartography, he also helped draft the text that tells visi
tors about the displays. “He’s a terrific resource for the state of
Montana,” Weber says. “And he certainly has been a valuable asset
for the community of Great Falls.”
As a research professor in Montana Tech’s Bureau of Mines,
Bergantino no longer teaches classes. A major portion of his work is
helping people around the state, and sometimes state or local agen
cies, who have questions about water 4 how to locate it, what’s in it,
how deep one has to go to find if He also helps Tech students who
are working on related projects, such as determining the water
resources for a town. And, just as he does in his work with Lewis
and Clark, he spends most of his time working with maps.
“My specialty is really cartography,” Bergantino says, “Fully 70
percent of my time is spent working with maps — geologic maps,
hydrogeologic maps.”
Bergantino’s love for Lewis and Clark’s adventures arose natural
ly out of a lifelong interest in history. Born in Glasgow, Bergantino
lived in many Montana towns, his father being a surveyor for the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers^
“My dad was a self-taught historian,” Bergantino says. “He was
fascinated by history. Part of his interest was passed on to me.”
After graduating from UM in 1967 with a geology degree,
Bergantino longed to go to sea. He joined the U.S. Navy Ocean
ographic Research Program and, stationed in Washington, D.C.,
started applying his mapping ability.
On many trips home, while driving across open spaces in eastern
Montana, Bergantino developed an interest in Lewis and Clark’s trip
across the state. He looked at books on the subject in Washington

but found that descriptions of the expedition’s campsites were vague.
“I thought I could do better than that," he says.
He read Lewis and Clark’s journals and Clark’s descriptions of
the land and waters. Then he dug up U.S. geological maps and start
ed plotting sites.? ’
Lewis and Clark surveyed their entire route — Clark was actually
the expedition’s cartographer — using a magnetic compass, a sextant
and a survey instrument called an octant, Bergantino says. They
recorded their latitude, longitude, distances and what they were see
ing around them. Using this journal, Bergantino started plotting the
explorers’ daily route.
But plotting sites from Clark’s writings and maps of that day
onto today’s topographical maps was a challenge. Rivers change,
sometimes dramatically over 200 years. There’s even a change in
magnetic declination, which President Thomas Jefferson had asked
Lewis and Clark to study on their journey to determine the location
of the magnetic pole.
Bergantino also began to see how rivers had changed over the
years. In some places, Lewis and Clark’s
route, which followed the rivers, was
now as much as seven miles away from
the water.
Lewis and Clark took their bearings
by magnetic compass, Bergantino says.
And their direction was estimated. They
described what was around them at that
point — a bluff, a cliff, the junction of a
creek. Bergantino looks at all the clues in
trying to pinpoint a location.
“I look at the campsite and see how it
fits the criteria given in the journals,’’
Bergantino says. “If there is very specific
information, I try to make sure it all fits."
The professor says he can be pretty
accurate about the location of some
campsites, but no one can be absolutely
certain about an exact campsite, he says.
. Looking at all the clues, Bergantino
says, he usually can get to within 500
feet of a campsite.
“I try to find the sites as close as 1
can. But it doesn’t matter if I’m off 200
feet as long as I understand what they
saw, what they felt. I can be part of that
expedition in spirit

“Reading the journals, you see history developing. The adventure
unfolds every day. It’s been a real time-travel trip.” j
Bergantino has traveled Lewis and Clark’s trail himself, all the
way across the country, by car or sometimes by plane He has pre
sented his findings and his maps in meetings, in professional papers,
in lectures and on field trips with groups of people from all walks of
life.
He has consulted with Moulton on the journals for about 20
years, he says. He also has worked with Joe Mussulman, a former
UM music professor who leads a team designing the University’s^ ,
“Discovering Lewis and Clark” Web site. And, using a prototype he
built himself, he will show Mussulman how the octant that Clark
used works.
Bergantino also has spent some time checking Lewis and Clark’s
math — their calculations for determining their latitude and longi
tude. He succeeded in recalculating the latitudinal observations, but
the longitudinal calculations are complex.
“Mostly, they were about 10 to 15 miles off in latitude, which is
not bad” considering their instruments,
Bergantino says.
As far as Bergantino knows — and
Jane Weber and Ella May Howard as well
— no one has researched the geography
of Lewis and Clark’s route to the extent
that Bergantino has. “A few people have
worked on a few sites, but none on this
scale,” he says.
Through all the years he has studied
Lewis and Clark’s journey, Bergantino
has never been completely satisfied that
he has found the exact route. He had
determined one campsite near Twin
Bridges but later changed his mind and
placed it a half mile away from his first
site.
“It might be that I’ll never succeed in
feeling completely comfortable,” he says.
“There’s a lot of places I’d like to go back
and re-evaluate.” He has no plans to stop
his lifelong study.
“I learn as I go along — about Lewis
and Clark, about the rivers and how they
change. I hope I never come to the end
of it”
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Montana a Lab for Wildlife Biology Research
by Caroline Lupfer Kurtz

I

n the summers of 1805 and 1806 along the
upper Missouri and Yellowstone rivers in
Montana, Lewis and Clark’s Corps of
Discovery found the scene that later genera
tions have come to embrace as the very essence
of “wild” America — animals of every description
abounding in an open land shared with diverse
Indian cultures.
From buffalo and grizzly bears to magpies and
prairie dogs, the expedition journals are full of the
variety of species living in the region and of Lewis’
attempts, in particular, to collect and describe as
many as possible, especially those not yet known to
science

t o Visio n 2000

Nearly 2 0 0 years later the picture has changed.
Today it is impossible to open a Montana newspaper
without finding at least one article about the ongoing
struggle between people and wildlife. Debates rage
about the reintroduction of large predators, econom
ic development versus preservation of habitat, and
the value of preserving biological diversity in general.
Yet while land use, past hunting practices and the
growth of cities and towns have had an indisputable
effect on the numbers of wildlife and their habitats,
to believe that there are no more wild animals is
wrong.
“A lot of wildlife issues are playing out here in
Montana because this is where the wildlife is,”

Things Are
Professor Dan Pletscher says. Almost all the species that were
ever here are still present, he says, which is not true of most
other states. In effect Montana has become a laboratory of sorts
for wildlife and conservation research that is attracting interna
tional interest.

Pletscher heads UM ’s wildlife biology program, a joint effort
of the School of Forestry, Division of Biological Sciences and the
Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research U n it Additional labora
tories, facilities and research units — on and off campus — and
collaborative programs with the U.S. Forest Service and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service extend research opportunities for facul
ty and students even further. UM ’s program now is ranked
fourth in the country for undergraduates and attracts more than
a hundred applicants each year for a handful of graduate student
openings. This June 1,500 members of the Society for Conserva
tion Biology will attend their annual meeting here, drawn partly
by the Montana locale and partly because of the University’s tra
dition of pioneering wildlife conservationists, including John
Craighead, Les Pengelly and Dick Taber.

Oh give me a home
Much of the program’s research has practical applications,
Pletscher says. Outside agencies, such as the state Department of
Fish, Wildlife and Parks, often ask faculty to study a particular
animal or set of conditions and
come up with recommendations
for conservation and management
practices. The driving issue behind
almost all conservation efforts
today, Pletscher says, is habitat.
Even where native habitat still
exists, farms and ranches, subdivi
sions, logged areas and dams have
chopped it up into smaller and
smaller pieces. Depending on a
species’ needs for food, a home or
a mate, such fragmentation creates
smaller and more isolated popula
tions, with consequences for their
overall health and long-term sur
vival.

Research projects in UM ’s wildlife biology program reflect
these concerns. Projects range from surveys for the presence of
rare and uncommon species to tracing the genetic relationships of
separated populations to how wildlife adapts to human alter
ations of habitat. The following stories offer a few examples.

Seldom seen
Despite the proximity to wilderness Montanans have, know
ing for sure all the types of creatures that inhabit it is difficult.
Wildlife Biology Professor Kerry Foresman has been working
with the U.S. Forest Service to create simple, standard methods
for documenting the occurrence of rare or uncommon animals
that don’t involve trapping or handling.
One technique uses bait placed inside a tunnel-like enclosure
to attract all kinds of small and medium-sized forest creatures,
including species of special interest such as marten and fisher. To
get to the bait the animals must walk across a carbonized metal
plate and then onto sticky paper, which captures their footprints
in exquisite detail.
“These creatures are comfortable hunting around in dark
spaces for food,” Foresman says, so the tracking plates work well
for them. Other animals, such as lynx and wolverines, are more
wary. They will, however, approach bait in the open, such as a
hanging deer carcass. Foresman focuses a flash camera, triggered
by infrared and microwave sen
sors, under the carcass. The sen
sors ensure that only warmblood
ed, moving things are caught on
film.
Both survey methods have
been tested repeatedly to prove
their reliability in the field and
can be adapted easily for a variety
of terrains and animals, Foresman
says. Using these as standard tech
niques means the results from
| diverse studies can be compared
| to get a more complete picture of
“ a species’ presence — or absence —
® over large regions. Foresman’s
| work in the Bitterroots, near
Vis io n 2000 1 1

where Lewis and
Clark first floun
dered through, is
being used to help
make decisions
about how, where or whether to reintroduce scarce species.

Unpopular fellows
Halfway across the state, second-year graduate student Jo Ann
Dullum is working with Foresman on reintroduction techniques
for prairie dogs in the Charles M. Russell Wildlife Refuge. The
refuge covers more than a million acres along both sides of the
Missouri River north of Lewistown all the way to Fort Peck.
“Barking squirils,” as Lewis called the sociable rodents, once
were ubiquitous from Canada to Mexico between the Rocky
Mountains and the Mississippi River. Now their numbers are esti
mated to be just over 1 million in the entire area. Considered
pests and actively eradicated from many areas, prairie dogs are
also highly susceptible to the bubonic plague, which swept
through colonies in Montana in the mid-1990s. Reintroducing
prairie dogs into dead or sparsely populated colonies or into new
territory is not simple. It appears they may need to be relocated
in social groups, not singly or in small numbers. They also need
to be able to hide quickly from predators. Dullum is experiment
ing with starter holes as a way to help the critters survive and
stay put.
“Prairie dog conservation is more controversial even than
wolves because they are so hated,” Foresman says. Contrary to
popular opinion, however, he says research has shown prairie
dogs compete little with cows for the same grasses, and their for
aging actually stimulates more nutritional forbs to grow. Further
more, their burrowing tills the soil and has been essential to the
development of the prairie ecosystem.

A fine kettle of fish
Trout don’t suffer the same bad reputation as prairie dogs, but
are nevertheless under pressure. Fred Allendorf, a biological sci
ences professor, runs UM ’s wild trout and salmon genetics lab.
His particular interest is native species — primarily bull trout and
westslope cutthroat trout — and threats to their existence from
habitat fragmentation and hybridization with non-native species.
In both cases he uses genetic-mapping techniques to identify
relatedness of fish within and between populations.
In collaboration with the U.S. Forest Service, Allendorf and
post-doctoral Fellow Paul Spruell are studying bull trout and their
requirements for a viable population at Lake Pend Oreille in
Idaho. As in previous studies in the Flathead River, it appears
that bull trout that spawn in one creek are genetically distinct
and reproductively isolated from those that spawn in nearby trib
utaries and therefore cannot be considered part of one big inter
breeding population.
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Cutthroat trout
2 have a different
| problem. They are
| especially vulnerable
1.
,
to genetic erasure
through interbreeding, in this case with rainbow trout intro
duced throughout the state decades ago from the W est Coast. By
comparing samples of DNA, Allendorf can tell which trout are
native and which are hybrid. Native fish generally do not inter
breed with other native fish species, he says, because they tend to
occupy different niches in the system.
“Mechanisms of reproductive isolation evolved naturally over
a long time,” he says. Introduction of a non-native species dis
rupts the established divisions and leads to interbreeding and the
loss of biodiversity.
“Even in the Bob [Marshall Wilderness] and Flathead
[River], which are doing the best, there is still hybridization,”
Allendorf says. “The range of native westslope cutthroats is now
less than 5 percent of what it was 100 years ago for native tro u t”

Why do bears cross the road?
Habitat range also is an issue for grizzly bears, which now
occupy only a small fraction of the area they once did in the con
tinental United States. Doctoral student John Waller is studying
how roads, in particular, affect grizzly bear movement within
their range. His work, funded largely by the Federal Highway
Administration, centers on U.S. Highway 2, which is the only
major paved road between the Bob Marshall Wilderness and
Glacier National Park and cuts through perhaps the densest griz
zly bear population left in the lower 48 states.
“W e know bears cross, but now we’re finding out exactly
where, when, how and whether they are keying to certain topo
graphic factors such as drainages, riparian areas or whatever,”
Waller says. “This would be good to know when considering
where to put crossing structures.”
In addition to being a student, Waller is a research biologist
for the School of Forestry, working with Chris Servheen, the
grizzly bear recovery coordinator for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Since spring 1998, Waller and Servheen have been cap
turing and collaring bears, first with radio devices and, last
spring, with Global Positioning Systems capable of more precise
and more frequent position monitoring. Radio telemetry can
identify a location to roughly 5 0 0 feet, Waller says, while errorcorrected GPS units can pinpoint an individual to within 5 0 feet
The collars are equipped with an auto-release mechanism and
programmed to drop off on a certain date.
Waller, who previously worked for the Montana Department
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, calls his study “a bear researcher’s
dream come true.”
“In a 10-year FW P study,” he says, “we collected roughly 3,000
positions for 50 bears by radio telemetry.
continued on page 15

A B ird’s Eye V iew

Habitat and Land Use in Montana
by Caroline Lupfer Kurtz
hat percentage of Northern
Goshawk nesting habitat in
northwestern Montana is on
private or public land? W hich species of
reptiles, amphibians, birds or mammals
in the state are predicted to have fewer
than 25,000 acres of protected habitat?
How intensely is a given forested area
likely to be used by humans?
The answers to these and many
more questions can be found in the
wide-ranging work of the Wildlife
Spatial Analysis Lab at UM, part of the
Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research
U n it The lab, directed by Roland
Redmond, wildlife biology research asso
ciate professor, focuses on projects that
make innovative use of satellite imagery
and geographic information systems
technology to provide a bird’s eye view
of the state with regard to land cover,
species distributions and human popula
tion for managers in both the public
and private sectors.
One of the lab’s largest efforts to
date has been the Montana Gap
Analysis Project, undertaken for the
Biological Resources Division of the U.S.
Geological Survey, which is supporting
similar projects in other states. The mis
sion of the national Gap Analysis Pro
gram is to promote conservation of bio
diversity by identifying how land cover
and vertebrate species are distributed
with respect to land ownership and
management In this context, Redmond
says, “Gap” refers to the identification
of gaps in current efforts to manage and
protect vertebrate biodiversity.

W

Research Associate Professor Roland Redmond

For the past nine years, Redmond
and a team of 14 researchers have
worked to compile or develop all the
information needed to identify those
gaps, including statewide maps of land
cover, terrestrial vertebrate distributions,
and land ownership and management.
It was not a simple task.
First, image analysts stitched togeth
er satellite images of the entire state,
each color coded based on elevation and
the spectral reflectivity. In a two-stage
process, 5 0 different land-cover types
were identified, including a variety of
grasslands, forest types, shrublands,
riparian habitat and barren areas.
Another group of researchers inte
grated the land-cover map with detailed
information gleaned from the literature
and some 5 0 reviewing biologists on the
4 25 species of native terrestrial verte
brates living in Montana - in particular,

their habitat requirements for breeding
and foraging. The combined informa
tion was used to map the predicted dis
tributions of species in the state.
Finally, they overlaid the predicted
wildlife maps with data on who owns
the land and how it is managed. This
information was combined into four lev
els of stewardship. Level-one lands, such
as wilderness areas and national parks,
are managed most intensively for biodi
versity, while level-four lands have no
formal protection.
Redmond admits that the sheer
amount of information compiled in the
Gap dataset is daunting, but he has sev
eral suggestions for its use.
One important application, he says,
would be to help determine through
objective criteria which species are in
trouble and deserve extra management
attention - politics aside. Although the
Montana Natural Heritage Program
identifies 7 0 species of terrestrial verte
brates that appear to bear watching, the
Montana Gap data show that of the
425 terrestrial vertebrate species living
in the state, at least half live in relative
ly unprotected habitat.
Finally, because humans are such a
crucial factor for management,
Redmond’s group has used a similar
approach to predict human impacts on
the landscape using census data and
road and trail maps. The intersection of
predicted wildlife richness with predict
ed human impacts can show where
future conflicts are most likely to occur,
he says.
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UM Herbarium and Zoological Museum a Treasure Trove
by Caroline Lupfer Kurtz
niversities are great accumulators
of stuff — some worthless, some
of great scientific and educational

Robert Hoffman, now undersecretary of
the Smithsonian Institution.
W hile most of the museum’s collec
tions reside until needed in the Health
Sciences Building, some pieces are get
ting a public airing at the Natural
History Center.

U

value.
UM ’s Herbarium and Philip L
Wright Zoological Museum definitely
fall into the latter category. Both hold
the largest collections of their kind in
the state, according to curator David
Dyer, and are growing continually,
straining their storage facilities to the
bursting point
“We’re adding things all the time,”
Dyer says, “with most specimens being
donated by the community.”
The plants and animals in the collec
tions predominantly represent the
native flora and fauna of Montana and
the northern Rockies, with significant
additional specimens from South
America, Europe and Asia. The materi
als are used extensively by faculty and
students in research projects, and Dyer
has put together separate teaching col
lections for hands-on classroom use. In
addition, he frequently loans out speci
mens for comparison studies to other
academic institutions in this country
and abroad.
“Each specimen we have is unique,
collected at a particular time and place,”
Dyer explains. “The more you have to
compare, the more information can be
gleaned. One or two red squirrels from
one location can’t tell you much about
the species as a whole and the variations
that can occur. One hundred or 2 00
from all over will tell you much more.”
Four students do most of the work
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Curator David Dyer

preparing and maintaining the col
lections, Dyer says. Currently, Kim
Oldehoeft handles museum loans and
cataloging. Cheryl Bregen juggles the
skeletal preparation, taxidermy and
care of the museum’s dermestid beetle
colony. In the herbarium, Pam Purdy
and Jonathan Rothman make sure the
plants are carefully dried, pressed,
mounted and labeled with all necessary
identifying information.
Dyer also selects and trains interns
from the Montana Natural History
Center, located at old Fort Missoula, to
give tours of the museum and herbar
ium to school groups and the general
public upon request.
The Zoological Museum, formally
started by the late Professor Philip L
Wright in the 1930s, contains 18,000
bird and mammal specimens plus 3,000
samples of fish and reptiles. Every order
of mammal is represented, Dyer says,
except for a few very obscure ones. The
earliest specimen, a study skin from a
Russian ferret, dates back to 1851 and
was part of a large assortment of
Eurasian animals obtained in the 1960s
by former biology faculty member

“It’s a great partnership,” Dyer says.
“They have space but no collections, we
have the collections but no space”
The UM Herbarium is an equally
rich resource, containing more than
125,000 plant specimens neatly filed
according to family. Examples of every
thing from diatoms to parts of giant
sequoia trees fill 75 seven-foot-tall cabi
nets on the third floor of the Natural
Sciences Building. Peter Lesica, a Uni
versity-affiliated botanist, is the herbari
um’s unofficial curator, Dyer says, donat
ing as many as 5 0 0 specimens a year
from his private contract work. The
herbarium’s collection, begun with speci
mens collected by Morton Elrod at the
University’s Flathead Lake Biological
Station, recently celebrated its 100th
birthday.
Many of the specimens seem fragile,
Dyer says.
“But if the plants are prepared,
stored and handled correctly they
should last forever,” he says.
In the preparation room, boxes of
plant material line the walls, waiting to
be sent out on exchange across the state
or around the world.
“The things we collect here in
Montana don’t just stay here,” Dyer
says, “they go everywhere.”

Last year, we had 1,300 locations for one bear in four months”
using GPS collars.
The work is not without frustrations. O f the five bears identi
fied in 1998 as good candidates for GPS units the following
spring, one was killed by
a train and the others
were never recaptured.
Waller suspects they
spent most of their time
out of reach on private
property or in terrain
too difficult for the
researchers to get to.
Three new bears were
caught and equipped
with GPS collars, two of
which worked well and
collected 2 ,000 positions
in 110 days. So far, he
says, the bears never have
gone near the highway.
“There seemed to be
a clear line of demarcation; they wouldn’t come closer than half a
mile. But that’s helpful information, too.”

Mission: Bluebird
Roads do not impact the movement of birds as much as they
do bears, but man-made changes to landscape impacts birds just
the same. A new study to begin this spring in the Flathead Valley
will focus on mountain bluebirds, their population characteristics
and how they move about in a landscape of different habitats,
ranging from grassland to timbered hills.
“Not to be anthropomorphic, but birds have to make a deci
sion about where to nest and breed when they return [from their
winter grounds],” says Mark Lindberg, an assistant professor of
wildlife biology. “W here will I have the greatest ability to repro
duce and survive?” By putting up bluebird houses in different
locations and banding the residents, Lindberg and graduate stu
dent John Citta will try to understand what decisions bluebirds
are making about nesting sites and what the consequences are.
Citta and Lindberg have received a Mclntire-Stennis grant to
conduct this research and will get some help from Charlo resi
dent Erv Davis, a retired school administrator and bluebird afi
cionado.
“O f the 30,000 or so bluebird boxes that have been put up in
western Montana, the majority are thanks to Erv Davis,”
Lindberg says.
Davis also is an expert in banding the delicate creatures. The
bands act as social security numbers for individual birds, providing
a way to track information on age, sex, where they go and when.

“John will be
walking into an
established banded
population,” Lindberg
says, “which will be an
enormous help.”

REAPing the
rewards
The work of wildlife biologists typically requires long hours in
the field, followed by even longer hours sorting through data and
subjecting it to mathematical analysis. Many studies demand
numerous field workers to cover large geographic areas over a
period of several years.
As part of a National Science Foundation grant to study the
ups and downs of snowshoe hare populations in the northern
part of the United States and how this may affect lynx — their
principal predators — Wildlife Biology Associate Professor Scott
Mills came up with a way to meet his field help needs and
improve undergraduate research experience at the same time.
In collaboration with the Montana Natural History Center,
Mills created the Research and Education Activities Program,
which recruits five to 12 undergraduates each year who have lit
tle or no research experience. The NSF grant pays their room
and board for the summer, and the following semester the stu
dents work at the cen
ter sharing what
they’ve learned via
Montana Public Radio’s
Field Notes program or
in educational work
shops.
At the end of the
grant, Mills says, the
researchers will have
four years of insight
into the population
dynamics of snowshoe
hares in the southern
part of their range
and, hopefully, an
ongoing program in
undergraduate research
education.
“In the past,” he
says, “good research
hasn’t given much
reward to teaching and vice versa. (But) good research informs
good teaching, so at the college level you become better educated
if you are good at research.”
Visio n 2000
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H| estled into the base of the majestic Rocky Mountain
■ Front, the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Ranch
seems an unchanging, elemental place, where the
I rhythms of ranch life follow the endless cycles of
weather, and people and cattle share the land with a

diversity of wildlife.
“The place has magic, no doubt,” says Jack W ard Thomas,
Boone and Crockett Professor of Wildlife Conservation at UM.
“To be there is to imagine the old north trail of the Blackfeet
Indians, imagine the journeys of
Lewis and Clark. You can see history
in the place, envision the buffalo that
once were here and encounter every
other species.”
But while the landscape seems
eternal, the work of the ranch is
immersed in present day issues of
conservation research, education and

___ ____ g e f a f c t e s

TheodoreRooSftfelf
Memorial Ranch _
Boone and Crockett Professor
Jack Ward Thomas

by Caroline Lupfer Kurtz

practice.
“Humans have to exploit their
environment in order to live; that’s a

given,” Thomas says. “The question is, How do we do it in a
rational, sustainable manner?”
To this end, he says, the ranch, owned by the Boone and
Crockett Club since 1985, has three purposes: to demonstrate
that profitable ranching operations also can accommodate
wildlife; to provide a place for UM students, faculty and others
to conduct research on the relationship among livestock opera
tions, wildlife needs and vegetation; and to develop and offer
conservation-oriented curricula to K-12 students and teachers.
Founded more than a century ago by Theodore Roosevelt,
the invitation-only Boone and Crockett Club is the oldest con
servation organization in the United States and the official keep
er of statistics on rifle-killed N orth American big game.
Although UM is the prime beneficiary of the Roosevelt Ranch
and associated endowment, the facilities also are available for
researchers from state and federal agencies and other universi
ties. Recent UM studies have included the ecology of limber
pine, a species well adapted to the harsh, windy conditions of
the Front; the habitat requirements and population dynamics of
westslope cutthroat trout, which inhabit Dupuyer Creek on the
ranch; research on various birds; and cost-benefit analyses of
grazing methods.
Robert and Kelly Peebles have been running the 6,000-acre
operation since 1989. They manage a herd of 2 0 0 Angus cattle
— twice that number in the summertime. In doing so they are
providing long-term documentation on the separate and com
bined effects of grazing by deer, elk and cattle on range vegeta
tion. Mr. Peebles makes these results available to other interested
4 Water quality monitoring in Dupuyer Creek on the Roosevelt Ranch.

5 The Roosevelt Ranch borders the Rocky
Mountain Front and the Bob Marshall
Wilderness.

ranchers. Similarly, he keeps track
of predators, adjusting some of his
management practices to reflect the
reality of living in proximity to grizzly bears, mountain lions,
wolves and coyotes. Sometimes he feels caught between protect
ing wildlife and protecting his and others’ livelihoods.
“Wildlife management is really people management,” he says,
meaning that — for certain protected species such as grizzlies and
wolves — the public must come to understand the necessary bal
ance between wildlife and humans.
Peebles is happy to discuss wildlife and ranching issues with
visitors and to grant permission to cross ranch land to reach the
Bob Marshall Wilderness. The public is welcome to hike a short
nature trail built by local volunteers on ranch property. The
ranch also participates in the state’s Block Management hunting
program, and hunters can call Peebles to reserve a date in the
fall. He gives priority to hunters under 18. (Boone and Crockett
members, however, are never allowed to hunt at the ranch.)
The major educational efforts of the ranch are conducted by
Lisa Flowers, Boone and Crockett education specialist and a cer
tified Montana science teacher. Each spring and fall she guides
half- or full-day field trips for local students and in the summer
offers for-credit workshops for teachers.
“1 try to tie the field trips in with whatever the kids are learn
ing about the out-of-doors,” Flowers says. After an introduction
to the ranch by Peebles, Flowers takes her charges into the field
to look at the vegetation, water, climate geology and biodiversity
and engages the students in some hands-on activities.
The ranch’s educational outreach will get a boost at the end
of the summer with the completion of a more than 5,000-squarefoot educational center. The new building, funded with grants
from The Mellon Foundation and the M.J. Murdock Charitable
Trust, will accommodate up to 30 people overnight and contain a
lecture room, exhibit area and wet lab/activity area. Thomas says
he hopes to extend use of the facility to other groups, such as the

Montana Stockgrowers Association
or the Nature Conservancy, when
ever it is not being used for educa
tional or research purposes.
The next step will be to take some of the conservation cur
riculum developed at the ranch on the road. Thomas has
received funding to begin an exchange program involving
Montana and Texas teachers in cooperation with the Welder
Wildlife Foundation, which runs a similar ranching and educa
tional operation near Sinton, Texas. He has submitted another
proposal to do the same thing in Colorado.
The idea, Thomas says, is to combine teachers from both
states and spend a week in each place learning about wildlife and

Students participate in one of the ranch’s many educational programs.

management issues in different contexts.
“We’d give them two sets of experiences to draw on,” he says,
“and show them how climate, topography, social history and eco
nomic and political conditions can affect management practices
and conservation efforts.
“W e’ve done the ground work,” he says. “Now it’s time to
expand.”

Elk find good winter range on the Roosevelt Ranch.
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Discovering Our Western Identity
by Caroline Lupfer Kurtz
nce upon a time it was a staging point along the
pipeline that funneled people and goods to Montana’s
wide open spaces. Now the Milwaukee Road railway
station houses the Carroll and Nancy Fields O ’Connor
Center for the Rocky Mountain West.
The center is another type of conduit — this time for ideas
and information about the culture, economy and politics of the
interior West, a vast region stretching from New Mexico through
Alberta and British Columbia. The business of the center, says
Associate Director and UM history Professor Bill Farr, is to facili
tate the ongoing discovery of the region that began with the earli
est explorers.

O

“Lewis and Clark’s purpose was to find out about an almost
totally unknown part of the country and, in particular, to under
stand the shape and continental significance of the Rocky
Mountains,” center Director Dan Kemmis says. “Two hundred
years later we know what the map looks like, where the water
flows ... but we’re also finding that people are engaged in a re-dis
covery of the region’s significance and its potential to the country
as a whole.”
The O ’Connor Center is a regional-studies and public-policy
institute designed to sharpen Westerners’ understanding of the
region and guide visions of its future. As such the center takes a
multifaceted approach to regional issues, says Senior Fellow Pat
Williams, and provides opportunities for discussion via confer
ences, lectures and publications, including an Internet-based news
service called Headwaters (www.headwatersnews.org). The eco(Above, from left) Bill Farr, Dan Kemmis, Larry Swanson and Pat Williams form the
nucleus of the O ’Connor Center for the Rocky Mountain West.
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nomic-policy division, led by Associate Director Larry Swanson,
collects, analyzes and disseminates data about shifting demo
graphics, business development and job trends. Regional-policy
projects, directed by Kemmis, focus on how the region is re-defining itself politically and the movement toward collaboration and
consensus building. The center’s humanities and culture focus,
under Farr’s leadership, deals with questions of identity, “of who
we are and what we are becoming,” he says. Each area spills over
and feeds back to the others.

Then and now
Until the 1920s, Farr says, Montanans had a fairly homoge
nous sense of their identity. They understood why they lived
here, how they made their living, what their relation to their
neighbors was. Hard times sparked a steady exodus over the next
several decades, ending in the 1960s and ’70s when Montana
was “rediscovered” by people fleeing bigger cities and popular
areas. This influx has brought a diversity that is undermining
the old identity, Farr says.
“You no longer have to live here on the region’s terms [as ear
lier settlers did]. We can adapt the region to our own desires, but
what are these and what will our communities look like as a
result?”
Issues facing Westerners today are not that different from
issues during Lewis and Clark’s time, Farr says. “We’re still
attracting interest from outsiders, still talking about native versus
non-native issues and questions of sovereignty.”
Many of the center’s conferences and lectures examine this
heritage and search for common ground between then and now

Montana urban life is a dynamic blend of old and new culture. In Missoula: carrots
at the Farmer’s Market, Out to Lunch at Caras Park, dancing at the Kyi-Yo Powwow.

through art, litera
ture and personal
histories. There are
even plans to create
a “Rocky Mountain Reader,” an encyclopedic comparison of
social and natural histories throughout the entire region.
As the author of several books on Blackfeet history, Farr is
especially interested in the relationship between American
Indians and the waves of non-native settlers that have arrived on
the scene through time.
“This was and remains Indian country,” he says. “Frequently,
Native Americans and whites think their history has evolved on
parallel tracks, in sight of each other, but basically separate. I
don’t think that is true. O ur history is inextricably interwoven,
and part of the center’s task is to explore, acknowledge and cele
brate this joint enterprise.”
Farr says that issues of identity increasingly complicate the
lives of Indians as well as non-native citizens of the region.

Future partnership
Farr believes that many Indians have been forced into the
notion that they cannot participate in both Indian and white cul
ture. Instead of being able to celebrate their mixed heritages,
many feel they must cling to a single culture to stem the ongoing
loss of language, ritual and history. Recognizing these important
questions of self-determination, tribal leaders from Montana and
Wyoming recently approached Williams and the center about the
idea of creating a tribal leadership institute. Such an institute
essentially would be a school for current or prospective elected

tribal officials, Williams
says, and would cover
topics from sovereignty
to parliamentary proce
dures.
Farr says that
Missoula could be neu
tral ground, and the
center a broker of infor
mation for tribes who
mostly will learn from
each other and their
experiences with oil
and gas exploration,
water rights, child wel
fare, poverty, employ
ment, health care and
government-to-government relations with
states and the federal
government.
“The tribes will have to define what it is they want from the
center, and we will see if we can help facilitate that,” Williams
says.
In the meantime, the work of the center progresses on all
fronts — social, political and economic.
“There is a reason why these kinds of regional studies centers
are now emerging,” Farr says. “The West is changing so much; it’s
so obvious you can’t ignore it.”
Vis io n 2000
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S hared Facilities
Expanding the Core of Discovery
by Judy Fredenberg

S

cience is changing.
Charles Thompson, U M professor of pharmaceuti
cal sciences and chemistry, describes this change with
an aura of Mary B. Shelley’s “Frankenstein”: “It’s rare
to have individual scientists anymore. Scientists do not
work in solitude at night by candlelight.”
Instead, scientists rely on countless daily conversations —
either verbal or electronic — to keep their research aloft and
alive. University researchers readily agree that regular communi
cation and sharing equipment make them more productive,
stronger scientists. “The collective spirit” Thompson says, “will
move your science faster and further.”
T h e fact is that by unspoken agreement researchers at U M
have long understood there is strength in unity. Often, to the
amazement of faculty members new to U M , everybody works
together, says Ralph Judd, biological sciences professor and direc
tor of the M ontana Molecular Biology Facility. This sense of col
laboration extends into the laboratory. “All of our labs are open,”
Judd says. “There are no closed doors. U M researchers know that
if they can’t afford a particular piece of instrumentation, if it’s on
campus, they can have access to it. T h at’s what makes this place
pretty neat and completely unique.”
Thompson, for example, recently purchased two mass spec
trometers with grants from the Murdock Charitable Trust and the
National Science Foundation. One
mass spectrometer is a high-end
“A ll of our labs
machine used to attack problems at
the interface of biology and chem 
are o p en ,” Ju d d
istry. “Think of this one like the
full-service, gas station,” Thompson
says “ T h e re are says. The other is a turnkey opera
tion where graduate students and
no closed doors ” others can get high-quality results
within an hour. “This one is like
the self-service island,” he says. Faculty, staff and students in
pharmaceutical sciences, chemistry, biological sciences and the
C enter for Environmental Health Sciences will benefit from this
core facility.
Mass spectrometers, used by scientists to solve problems that
range from atoms to organisms, can measure tiny things and have
been used in researching the human genome. Similarly, smallcontaminants in large fields or streams can be isolated and mea

.
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sured. In Thompson’s opinion, a mass spectrometer “is, in fact,
the singular most powerful tool to problem solve.” W hile the
instrument often is confusing for nonscientists, and the actual
experiments and data indecipherable, Thompson tells about the
title of a journal article that, in a nutshell, describes in layman’s
terms the capabilities of mass spectrometry: “How much thyme
did your grandmother put in her spaghetti sauce?”
Advances in technology have allowed com m on themes in
visualization and computer applications to cross scientific disci
plines like never before. Geologists, chemists, astronomers, physi
cists and pharmacists are able to excel in vastly different disci
plines while sharing com m on instrumentation. Thompson sees
science today as having evolved to a lively “round-table discus
sion, as opposed to occurring in solitary cubicles.”
A significant number of small instruments at U M were
bought over the years through research grants and departmental
funds or through federal laboratory surplus. These include equip
ment such as scintillation counters, ultracentrifuges, gamma radi
ation detectors and microtiter plate readers. Judd calls these U M ’s
bread and butter. A researcher can use such instruments to pre
pare data for additional analysis on a big instrument in a core
facility.
Most instruments at the University are free to any trained
researcher. O ther equipment is provided for a fee. Some facilities
are available with technical assistance and support. The Montana
Molecular Biology Facility, for example, offers D N A sequencing
and synthesis and peptide synthesis and has a technician who
runs experiments and returns the data to a researcher for a fee.
Diana Lurie, an assistant professor of pharmaceutical sciences,
finds the availability of shared facilities at U M surprisingly good.
She’s impressed with equipment quality and access, both crucial
issues to researchers because U M is relatively small but has a
growing research program. “Shared instrumentation is one of our
successes here at the University,” Lurie says.
Lurie’s laboratory houses a confocal microscope to examine
tissue sections. Using laser technology, the microscope is able to
optically section the layers of a cell. Th e result is very thin layers
that give high resolution. W ith an image analysis system, Lurie
can color label more than one protein, take a picture of different
colors with the confocal microscope, and feed the results into a
computer that generates a photo. Called double labeling, this is a
very accurate way to look at tissue.

UM HIV researcher Jack Nunberg with a flow cytometer, one of many instruments shared by the campus community.

Additionally, Lurie has a molecular histology facility that is
similar to a hospital pathology laboratory. “It’s pretty amazing we
have facilities here that are comparable to any medical facilities
I’ve been in, in terms of the work I do,” she says.
It’s a key reason Lurie and others stay. “W h en we send in
grants, we compete on a national level,” she says. “Thus, we have
to be able to compete with the big medical schools, and to keep
competitive we must keep up with the evolving technology.”
Judd adds that U M ’s shared instrumentation helps keep the
University competitive in international science. “W h en a facility
is shared by 25 scientists, rather than two, five, or even 10, a
sponsoring agency generally takes favorable note of such a critical
mass of researchers,” he says.
Johnnie Moore, geology professor and director of the
Murdock Environmental Biogeochemistry Lab, concurs. M EBL
instrumentation centers on chemical and microbial analysis of
environmental materials, such as water, soils, sediment and
plants. Researchers and students in forestry, chemistry, biological
sciences and geology all have used the lab, which has become a
focal point for research on regional problems related to heavy
metal, arsenic and selenium contamination. A n unanticipated
use has been archaeology students and faculty “finger printing”
pot shards.
Moore, however, recognizes that keeping instrumentation cur
rent and maintained can be problematic. “Shared instruments are
essential for propagating state-of-the-art science,” he says. “UM
cannot be competitive without it. But these facilities are like
cars: They require a lot of maintenance and wear out eventually,
so you need a new one.” Consequently, one way to function more
cost-effectively is to have shared facilities where several

researchers contribute instruments and funds.
For example, the M ontana Biotechnology C enter houses a
flow cytometer that uses a laser to measure large quantities of
cells. T h e cytometer’s cost was shared by the center, the Division
of Biological Sciences, the Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences and the Office of the Vice President for Research.
Before its purchase researchers traveled 45 miles south to
Hamilton to use a flow cytometer at Ribi Immunochem, a pri
vate company.
Also shared through the M ontana Biotechnology C enter is
the H IV Laboratory, a state-of-the-art facility with specialized air
handling, a keyless security system, an autoclave to disinfect
instruments, biosafety cabinets and hoods, microscopes, plate
washers, and a liquid nitrogen freezer. Standard operating proce
dures maintain environmental safeguards.
Instrument sharing isn’t limited only to U M ’s Missoula cam 
pus. Researchers from M ontana Tech and the M ontana Crime
Laboratory were included on the mass spectrometry grants.
Moore collaborates with the U .S . Forest Service, the Bureau of
Land Management, the U .S . Geological Survey and the Missoula
W ater Quality Council. Such examples demonstrate that as new
technology is brought to campus, more and more scientists will
use it. “A s U M ’s H IV efforts grow and expand,” lab director Jack
Nunberg predicts, “the use of the laboratory will increase and
continue to attract modem molecular and cell biologists.”
W h en a rock is tossed into a pond, the ripples spread far
beyond the point at which the rock enters the water. Similarly,
the benefits of shared instrumentation extend far beyond the bor
ders of campus. “Our broad mission,” Moore says, “is to help the
citizens of M ontana.”
Vis io n 2000
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M o v in ' O
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Up

he School of Pharmacy and Allied
Health Sciences has earned its bestever ranking among U .S . pharmacy
schools for research dollars awarded by the
National Institutes of Health.
Figures released in February by the
American Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy indicate that out of 80 pharma-

T

U M ’s total N IH funding for fiscal year
1999 was just under $ 1 ,0 50,500.
“This phenomenal growth has occurred
only over the past 10 years,” he says.
“More significantly, we already have plans
in place to enhance this productivity by at
least 5 0 percent over the next two to four
years, especially as we establish the Center
for Environmental Health Sciences and
recruit the new faculty to be affiliated with
this center. The bottom line is, we’re not
resting on our laurels and the progress to
date. W e’re really moving up quickly.”
Biomedical research funding supports
faculty research and is an important com 
ponent of a health sciences program,
Grund says. Interacting with faculty mem
bers involved in cutting-edge scholarship
enhances students’ educational experi
ences and “sets the groundwork for prepar
ing a superior health-care professional,”
he says.

M o r e A b o u t L ew is
a n d C lark
UM student researchers at work.

cy schools — 57 having N IH funding —
UM ranked 28th in total amount of NIH
funding awarded.
“More impressively, when the statistics
were based on the amount of funding per
faculty member with doctoral research
training, The University of Montana
ranked 16th,” pharmaceutical sciences
Chair Vernon Grund says. “Using this sta
tistic, UM would rank ahead of such
schools of pharmacy as U S C , Minnesota,
Arizona, Washington and Georgia and just
behind Purdue, 14th, and Wisconsin,
15th.”
If the statistics were applied to the 23
EPSCoR (Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive Research) states,
Grund says, U M would rank fourth behind
Kansas, Mississippi and Kentucky for NIH
funding. Based on awards per faculty mem
ber with doctoral research training, UM
would rank second behind only Kansas.
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M ’s Earth Observing System
Education Project has joined an
alliance of institutions and agencies
hoping to become leading providers of
information about the coming 2 0 03-06
Lewis and Clark bicentennial.
The U M project members have signed
a memorandum of understanding to create
a Lewis and Clark Data Consortium with
the National Park Service’s Midwest
Regional Office, United States Geological
Survey’s Mid-continent Mapping Center
and the University of Idaho in Moscow.
A lex Philp, EOS Education Project
assistant director, said the purpose of the
consortium is to create geographic infor
mation system data sets, multimedia,
imagery and more for study of Lewis and
Clark. Information generated by the con
sortium will support a variety of national
public and private projects about the
Corps of Discovery.
T h e group will support the study of the
geographical, historical, cultural and envi
ronmental change that has occurred since

U

Lewis and Clark’s epic trek. Th e EOS
Education Project will use spatial images
gathered by N A S A ’s recently launched
Terra satellite, a flagship of the space
agency’s Earth Observing System, to give
an in-depth analysis of this aspect of U.S.
history.
Philp says joining the consortium
should help his department in its efforts to
educate teachers and students about using
advanced Earth science data.

N

ew

C en ter

ong recognized for excellence in edu
cation and research on the environ
ment, including human impacts on
environmental health, U M soon will begin
to address the flip side of these issues with
the establishment of a new center for stud
ies of environmental impacts on human
health.
Th e proposed Center for Environmen
tal Health Sciences already has received
the necessary University approvals and
been given the green light at two Board of
Regents’ meetings,
with final action
scheduled to take
place in May. The
center will be
housed in the
Department of
Pharmaceutical
Sciences in the
Andri] Holian
School of
Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences.
Andrij Holian, professor of medicine and
director of the toxicology program at the
University of Texas Houston Health
Science Center, has been named director
of the U M center and will join the faculty
full time in June.
From satellite studies of global climate
change to backyard water monitoring, UM
researchers already investigate and keep
tabs on the health of the environment at
all levels, according to pharmaceutical sci
ences Chair Vernon Grund.
“The new center will focus on environ
mental health from a human standpoint,”

L

he says. “W h at are the potential hazards
out there and how do they impact us?”
For instance, Grund says that many
people have genes that make them predis
posed to develop some kind of cancer, but
they don’t because the genes have not
been triggered. Toxins in the environment,
he says, can act as potential triggers, so
genetic studies will be an important com 
ponent of the new center.
The center will provide a focal point
for bringing together a critical mass of
UM’s newly constructed Skaggs Building will house ►
many of the labs for the Center for Environmental
Health Sciences.

Sp o n s o r e d R e s e a r c h

at

UM

Sources of Sponsored Projects

1 9 9 9 Sponsored Project Expenditures

G r a n t V o l u m e 1990-99
$ 3 5 m illion
$ 3 0 m illion
$ 2 5 m illion
$ 2 0 m illion
$ 1 5 m illion
$ 1 0 m illion
$ 5 m illion
'9 0

'9 1

'9 2

'9 3

'9 4

'9 5

'9 6

'9 7

'9 8

'9 9
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researchers and students to investigate
mechanisms of diseases such as asthma,
lung fibrosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, autoimmune disorders,
neurodegenerative diseases, cancers and
the impacts that environmental factors
have in causing or exacerbating these con
ditions. The hope is that such studies will
lead to new or better treatments, better
assessment of the actual risks caused by
environmental agents, and improved
methods to reduce adverse health effects of
these agents. The three main areas of
research will be respiratory diseases and
immunotoxicology, neurotoxicology, and
molecular and genetic toxicology. The
center’s teaching efforts will focus on cre
ating and supporting new programs in the
undergraduate and graduate curriculums
and be responsible for creating a new gen
eration of talented investigators to contin
ue these efforts.
“My vision for the next five years is to

bring on board 10 or more new faculty
members through national searches who
will bring with them extensive experience
in these fields,” Holian says. “W e want to
serve as a resource for collaborations,
inside and outside U M , expertise, core
facilities and teaching.”
N o other such center exists in
Montana; the closest related environmen
tal health center is at the University of
Washington in Seattle. Most support for
U M ’s Center for Environmental Health
Sciences will come from external grants
and federal appropriations. O ne million
dollars from the federal Department of
Health and Human Services already has
been earmarked for the center, along with
funds from the National Institute for
Environmental Health Sciences, the
Environmental Protection Agency and the
National Science Foundation’s
Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research (EPSC oR ). No

T echnology N o w

and

T hen

hen Lewis and Clark jour
neyed west in 1803, they used
a sextant and the stars to nav
igate, and news of their discoveries
took months of miles to reach the ears
of Thomas Jefferson.

W

Today’s researchers are using tools
that would seem like science fiction to
kthose intrepid explorers. John
Kuglin, director of U M ’s
I Earth Observing
System Education
Project, says that
"N A S A ’s recently
launched Terra satel^H
lite, which contains soft
ware written by U M scientists, will
study the route of the Corps of
Discovery, honing in on details a kilo
meter square. He says Terra can map
the entire surface of Earth every two
days in astonishing detail. Another
satellite, Ikonos II, will examine spe-
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new state tax dollars are expected to go
toward center funding. However, how
quickly the center grows and is able to
implement its research programs will
depend in part on the state’s commitment
to matching EPSCoR funds, Grund says.

R e a c h in g O

M recently was awarded $ 4 0 0 ,(XX)
in federal grants to count Montana
manufacturers and create an online
directory for them.
Through support from U .S . Sen. Max
Baucus, U M ’s M ontana Business C onnec
tions and Bureau of Business and Econo
mic Research received $ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 to take a
census of the state’s manufacturers. The
grant came from the U .S . Department of
Comm erce’s Economic Development
Administration.

U

Information gathered about manufac
turers’ products, capabilities, capacities and
processes will be made available through
the M ontana Manufacturing Information
System. U .S . Sen. Conrad Bums helped
land $ 4 0 0 ,0 0 0 for the electronic manufac
turing directory from the U .S . Department
of Com m erce’s Technology Opportunities
Program. MMIS will help M ontana’s near
ly 2 ,0 0 0 manufacturing firms network, col
laborate on jobs and reach international
markets.

T o u r is m O
Researcher Steve Running with a modern tool
of discovery.

cific Lewis and Clark stopping points
— some in M ontana — zooming in
on details as small as a meter.
Kuglin admits it isn’t really fair.
Th e Corps of Discovery slogged thou
sands of miles to study the West,
while today’s researchers examine
Montana from orbit with a mouse
click. And with the Internet provid
ing nearly instantaneous transmission
of information, the pace of discovery
is speeding up.

ut

u tlo o k

booming economy, the Lewis and
Clark bicentennial and the graying
of Am erica are expected to create
continued growth in M ontana tourism,
according to U M ’s Institute for Tourism
and Recreation Research.
Th e outlook is positive overall for trav
el in Montana, especially in the near
future, thanks to low unemployment and
inflation, as well as growth in both person
al consumption and real disposable
income, ITRR Director Norma Nickerson
said.

A

Nickerson says that since the United
States is a country where people have the

money for luxury items such as travel,
Americans are traveling more, are travel
ing by plane more than in the past, and
are traveling to destinations further away.
However, long-term caution is indicat
ed by rising crude oil prices and
Americans’ habit of spending beyond their
means, both of which suggest a future
dampening of the economy.
The M ontana Vision Outlook 2000
was published in the February issue of
ITRR’s newsletter. It is available at no
charge on the W eb at http://www.forestry.umt.edu/itrr.

St u d e n t s I n v e s t ig a t e
A s b e s to s T r a g e d y
esearch by three U M journalism
graduate students last fall helped
break one of the most important
environmental pollution stories in
Montana’s history.

R

W

ch o ol o f Forestry D ean Perry
Brow n is leading a panel of

S

Shuffling through the thick file folders
and boxes of legal documents, they realized
their journalism class project was develop
ing into a huge story - one that had been
inexplicably missed by the mainstream
media.
Grace operated an asbestos-producing
vermiculite mine and mill near Libby until
1990. Jobs at the mine, located at Zonolite
Mountain, paid decent wages and had kept
many folks in the area fed and clothed
since 1924. But, according to recent pub
lished reports, it also had left Libby with a
heartrending legacy: A t least 190 people
have died from asbestos-related illnesses,
and the death toll and number of lawsuits

W a tc h d o g s
wilderness management in the agency
structure and how well it is staffed,

n ational wilderness experts
enlisted by th e P in ch o t Institute of
C on servation to exam in e wilderness
m anagem ent
priorities and
determ ine w hat

Brown says.
“W h at we would hope is that we
can prepare a report that energizes the
leadership of the agencies and the
departments in which they are locat
ed,” he says. “W e also want to make

must be done to
care for existing
wilderness into
the future.
Members will
assess how well the

sure that people in Congress who are
interested in wilderness work to ensure
that wilderness can be sustained into
the future.” Th e panel’s work will be
“fed into” the wilderness summit that
Forest Service C hief Mike Dombeck
plans to call next year, Brown says.

Two of the students, Shannon Dininny
and Ericka Schenck Smith, knew they
were onto something big after visiting the
Lincoln County Courthouse in Libby for
the first time last semester. W h en they
asked to see court records of lawsuits relat
ing to asbestos, they were led to an area
where the documents filled an entire
room. A nd the name “W.R. G race and
C o.” cropped up repeatedly in a handwrit
ten case log in the District Court clerk’s
office.

il d e r n e s s

Perry Brown

Forest Service, Park Service, Bureau of
Land M anagement and Fish and
Wildlife Service have implemented the
1964 Wilderness A c t over the past 35
years. They also will try to determine
how those agencies can improve their
management of the nation’s wilderness
in the next century.
T h e panel will look at coordination
and consistency among the agencies, as
well as the importance an agency
places on wilderness, the location of

T h e 10-member panel includes for
mer Secretary of the Interior Stewart
Udall; W illiam Reffalt, retired chief of
refuges at the Fish and Wildlife
Service; and Wilderness Society Presi
dent Bill Meadows.
T h e nonprofit Pinchot Institute for
Conservation was founded in 1963 by
President John F. Kennedy. Gifford
Pinchot was the first chief of the Forest
Service.

_____________ I__________________ I
are rising.
“T h e fact that this story had been
there, ignored for all these years, amazed
me,” Dininny says. “It just got missed.
People at the courthouse thought it was
great that someone was finally doing a
story.”
Dininny, Smith and fellow graduate
student Ben Shors wrote a series of stories
about the asbestos problems in Libby for

their 1999 fall semester Community
Journalism class. After months of research
and in-depth reporting, they saw their
work published in the Missoulian Nov. 2024 under the heading “Fall From Grace:
T h e Libby Asbestos Tragedy.” Their series
helped make M ontana and the nation
aware of the terrible problems in Libby,
and fallout from the stories - legal, politi
cal and otherwise - continues.
Vis io n 2000
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ever, Cheney says, when the countries o f the
European U nion dropped their borders to the flow
o f capital, labor, products and services.
“For [the co-ops] it meant much larger markets
nies continue to hold on to their values in an
than ever before and much more competition
increasingly competitive and global market?
from the big boys,” Cheney says.
These questions form the basis o f communica
A s Mondragon and other businesses around
tion studies Professor George Cheney’s most
the world are discovering, there are enormous
recent book, “Values at W ork,” in which he
pressures to broaden activities and expand corpo
describes fundamental changes under way at the
rate base in order to compete o n a global, or at
Mondragon worker cooperatives in the Basque
least continental, scale. A s the corporate mission
region o f Spain. Cheney, who also is an adjunct
shifts, so does the internal structure o f the organi
professor of management communication at
zation.
W aikato University in Hamilton, New Zealand,
Cheney says that at Mondragon there has
visited the Mondragon cooperatives and con
been
a deliberate introduction o f management
ducted interviews with employee-owners in 1992,
styles from the outside rather than an attempt to
1994 and 1997. W hile primarily for students and
build on proven traditions and that this is leading
scholars in the fields o f communication, sociology,
to some dissent within the cooperatives. H e has
management, economics and political science, his
observed a shift away from decision-centered forms
observations also should interest managers and
o f employee participation and increases in central
people concerned with worker co-ops and the
ized management, more bureaucratic communica
question o f workplace democracy in general.
tion, and the uncritical adoption o f management
Founded in 1956, the Mondragon co-ops are
slogans
and consumer-driven policies.
among the oldest and most successful cases of
Mondragon may be drifting toward becoming
worker ownership and self-governance in the
just another set o f market-driven companies,
world, Cheney says. They were founded on princi
Cheney says. But is this the unavoidable result o f
ples o f democracy, equality and solidarity and
responding to the demands o f a global market
developed highly successful internal organization
place, or does it represent a lack o f commitment to
and communication schemes to reflect these core
finding creative ways to maintain cote democratic
values.
values?
A lot changed for the co-ops in 1992, how

“W e don’t have definite answers to these ques
tions yet,” Cheney says, “but they do serve to
point out the need for vigilance if we are to con
tinue striving for genuine workplace democracy.
“W h at good is having values if you can’t stay
in business, but what good is success if you have

44

thereby bringing out the varied and complicated
ways in w hich em otions flavor life and our
understanding o f ourselves and others.

an businesses organized around social values be successful? And, given longevity
and economic success, can such compa-

C

ven more than the unexamined life,

the unem otional life may n o t be
worth living.”
T h is concluding statem ent neatly sums up
the rationale behind com m unication studies
Professor Sally Planalp’s latest work,
“Com m unicating Em otion: Social, Moral, and
Cultural Processes,” and precisely captures her
passion for the subject.
In “Com m unicating Em otion,” Planalp pulls
together key writing and research on emotions
to help dispel m isconceptions that stand in the
way o f understanding our own emotions and
com municating those feelings effectively.
Through the lens o f em otion, the book also illu
minates the com plexity and dynamics o f the
com m unication process in general. H er purpose,
she says, was to help legitimize em otion in
everyday lives and conversation and to demon
strate its pervasive significance.
Em otion does not belong just to the field o f
psychology, Planalp says. “Com m unicating
Em otion” reflects her extensive background
reading in philosophy, history, sociology, anthro
pology, business and com m unication. It is
intended for advanced undergraduates, graduate
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students and professionals.
Planalp, who has spent her professional life
studying interpersonal com m unication, was
drawn to questions o f em otional com m unica
tion because, as she says, “thinking does n o t
explain everything, and em otions are com plex
forces that very few people understand well.”
Each chapter in “C om m unicating Em otion”
deals w ith a different false dichotomy that
occurs in everyday and scholarly thinking about
em otion. For example, reason and em otion
often are held to be mutually exclusive. O n the
contrary, Planalp writes, each is dependent on
the other:
Various chapters concern how important
em otion is in everyday com m unication, how
and why em otion is com municated, whether
em otional com m unication is spontaneous or
strategic, how we construct meaning from em o
tional com m unication, the simultaneously per
sonal and social nature o f em otion, how em o
tional messages con tain moral meanings, and
how well em otion can be understood across cul
tures and historical periods.
Planalp liberally spices these chapters with
examples from recognizable, personal situations,

no values?’

Values a t W ork
Employee P articipation M eets M arket
Pressure at M ondragon

by G eorge Cheney
Cornell University Press, 1999, 189 pp., $35 hardback

Communicating Emotion
S o cial, M oral, and Cultural Processes
by Sally Planalp
N ew York and Paris: Cambridge University Press, 1999, 295
p p ., $21.95 paperback.
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L earning

Student Interns Work in the Wild

H

Kristina Schiller with a lynx kitten.

from UM, the U.S. Forest Service and Plum
Creek Timber Co., they plotted and set traps,
tagged animals, logged information on everything
they trapped, took detailed vegetation measure
ments, moved the traps and started all over
again. The purpose of their work was to better

Lynx kitten

understand the population characteristics and
predator-prey relationship between lynx and
snowshoe hares in the southern portion o f their
ranges.
T h e theory is that lynx and snowshoe hares
have linked population cycles. An increase in
prey leads to an increase in predators followed by
a decrease in prey and over time a decrease in
predator numbers in a given area as well. In the
northern United States, this cycle may be damp
ened, and researchers are interested in knowing
why, especially now that lynx have been added to
the list o f threatened species. Data gathered by
REAP interns is being used to help sort out
these questions.
Interns worked 10 days on, four days off, at
least eight hours a day, all outdoors. Schiller and
her research partner, Liz Bradley, also a senior in
wildlife biology, worked on lynx. T h e other two
interns focused on snowshoe hares. All four had
the chance to switch around at the beginning of
the summer, but eventually settled into smoothly
working teams. Schiller says the partner system
was a good idea.
“W e got to know each other well and could
coordinate our efforts* to get the job done as effi
ciently as possible, she says.
Interns received room and meals and a week
ly paycheck. As part o f REAP, they also worked
with staff o f the Montana Natural History
Center on ways to communicate their work to a
wider public during the school year. This past
fall, for instance, Schiller developed field-trip
activities for schoolchildren visiting Missoula’s
Mount Jumbo. One outing involved a demonstra
tion o f tracking animals by telemetry, using a

radiocollared stuffed rabbit and a hand-held
antenna and receiver.
Schiller has many vivid memories of her
summer research: overnights high in the Swan
Mountains, close-up observation o f lynx kittens
in their den and the chance to see many animals
most people never encounter in the woods, such
as a bushy-tailed woodrat, marten and fisher.
Some mysteries also remain:
“One day when we were checking our traps,
1 came upon a place that should have had a trap,
but it was no longer there,” Schiller recalls. “We
looked all over but couldn’t find i t We knew
there had to have been an animal in it because
there was some blood. But we never found out
what took that trap.”
T h e REAP experience gave Schiller some
extra insight into what field studies are all about.
“We want to help animals, but how do you
design a plan that does that? How do you figure
out what you need to know in the first place?”
In addition, Schiller says the experience has
given her a leg up in the job market. Although
she is undecided about what she will do upon

Photo by Milo Burcham

ands-on research is what wildlife biology
is all about — and the sooner students
gain experience with field techniques,
the better. T h at’s why assisting with lynx and
snowshoe hare population studies in the SeeleySwan Valley seemed like the ideal summer job
to Kristina Schiller.
“1 got interested in lynx a few years ago,”
Schiller says, “around the time they were being
reintroduced in Colorado. I began to realize
there were not very many left in the U.S.”
Currently a senior in wildlife biology, Schiller
says she felt the need for research experience to
complement her course work in vertebrate biolo
gy, ecology and forestry. She applied for summer
work experience through the National Science
Foundation-funded Research and Education
Activities Program, directed by forestry Associate
Professor Scott Mills.
“I’d never done anything like this before,” she
says. “I loved working in the field.”
And work she did. For 10 weeks, from the
end of classes to the beginning o f the fall semes
ter, REAP interns received intensive training in
field research methods. T hen with supervisors

Snowshoe hare

graduation, she is leaning toward a career in sci
ence education.
“My dream job would be to create and run
an outdoor science camp for kids,” Schiller says.
In fact, she is actively working on the idea with
her father and a family friend in her hometown
of Menasha, Wis.
Schiller spent her freshman year at the
University o f Wisconsin-Platteville but trans
ferred to U M because o f the wildlife biology pro
gram.
“I thought it would be easier to do a wildlife
degree in a place with a lot o f wildlife,” she says.
—

b y Caroline Lupfer Kurtz
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T ackling T ough Q uestions
Advisory Committees Seek UM Expertise
icture the famous profiles o f Meriwether
Lewis and William Clark as they looked
westward during their famous expedi
tion to the Pacific Ocean 200 years ago. Gazing
at flora and fauna in abundance for as far as
the eye could see, did they pause to question

P

Echinacea

have harvested it to a point where it may
become extinct because harvesting the root can
bring in a good day’s wage,” says U M pharmaceu
tical sciences Professor Rustem Medora.
Although Medora says the upper part o f the
plant can be as effective as the root for medicinal
purposes, those who harvest the plant take it
root and all, forcing it to the brink o f extinction.
As a result, the Montana Legislature in 1999
passed Senate Bill 178 to establish the Wild
Medicinal Plants Task Force. Medora serves on
the eight-member committee with other plant
experts and tribal and state governmental repre
sentatives. T h eir tasks are to determine sustain
able methods o f collecting wild medicinal plants
on state lands and recommend legislation if
appropriate.
Besides echinacea angustifolia, the legislation
lists bitterroot, lady’s slipper, lomatium, osha,
sundew and trillium as endangered plants for the
task force to look into and report on. Lewis and
Clark found them all except osha, mentioned
them in their journals and sent specimens to
Jefferson. None o f these plants has any modern
use, Medora said. They are on the list because
they are about to become extinct and must be
protected.
As a holding action until the task force com

pletes its work in 2002, the Legislature estab
lished a three-year moratorium on harvesting
wild medicinal plants from state lands except for
scientific study by an accredited representative of
an accredited institute o f higher education.
Echinacea roots will not be for sale. Lewis and
Clark would probably approve.
—

Roadway Economics
David Jackson, a U M forestry professor, has
been appointed by U.S. Secretary of the Interior
Bruce Babbitt to serve on a Going-to-the-Sun
Road Advisory Committee for Glacier National
Park. This 17-member committee will advise and
make recommendations to Babbitt and the
National Park Service about alternatives for
reconstruction of the aging Going-to-the-Sun
Road.
Jackson, an economist, has worked at UM 24
years. His role on the committee is as an econo
mist who represents the public interest
“We will look at and identify a lot o f alterna
tives for construction,” Jackson says. There’s no
way it’s going to be easy on the businesses up
there.”
Going-to-the-Sun Road is the only through
road across Glacier
National Park. It crosses
the Continental Divide at
Logan Pass and is one of
the most visited features
in the park. Each year
nearly 2 million visitors
travel the 52-mile roadway,
which is the only access to
many o f the park’s spec
tacular attractions.

whether such abundance would extend as far
into the future as the mind could possibly imag
ine?
Were they to revisit the route of their jour
ney now, chances are they would be concerned
about the losses to the plant and animal king
doms since their time. And were they to return
as present-day Montana legislators, most likely
they would join in the recent effort to reverse
some o f those losses.
Take, for example,
echinacea angustifolia — or
purple cone flower —
which the explorers col
lected specimens of at the
Mandan villages and sent
back to President Thomas
Jefferson. Little could they
imagine that a plant the
Mandans used to treat rat
tlesnake bite would in 200
years soar in popularity as
a cold preventive and
immune-system tonic and
that with its popularity
would come an alarming
decline in a medicinal
plant once abundant in
eastern Montana. Yet the
unimaginable has come to
pass.
“People living there
A Glacier National Park tour bus takes visitors past the Weeping Wall on Going-to-the-Sun Road.
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b y Terry Brenner

T h e road is a
National Historic
Landmark and a National
Civil Engineering
Landmark and is listed on
the Register o f Historical
Places in recognition o f its
. significance as both a his
torical and cultural
resource.
—

b y Cary Shimek

UM biology student
Davin Ringen con
ducts research on
plant growth in soils
contaminated by
mine tailings.

M will experience a massive influx o f talented under
graduate intellect April 27 -2 9 during the 2 0 0 0 National
C onference on U ndergraduate Research. U M is the first
university in the N orthw est to host this annual event, which was
started in 1 987.
T h e co n fe re n ce b rin gs to g e th e r a b o u t 1 ,6 0 0 u n d e rg ra d u a te s,
a d m in is tra to rs a n d fa cu lty m e m b e rs involved in sch olarly an d
a rtis tic a ctiv itie s th a t re p re s e n t a w id e ra n g e o f disciplines,
in clu d in g cre a tiv e a rts , m a th e m a tics, business, so cial scien ces,
life scien ces, e n g in e e rin g an d m u ch m o re.
"T h is is th e la rg e st aca d e m ic co n fe re n ce U M h a s e v e r
h o s te d , w h ich m e a n s it's probably th e larg est su ch co n fe re n ce
in M o n ta n a h isto ry ,” said G a ro n S m ith , U M a sso cia te p ro fesso r
o f ch e m istry a n d N C U R S te e rin g C o m m itte e co-ch air. "It's th e
p re m ie r co n fe re n ce o n u n d e rg ra d u a te re s e a rch , a n d w e have
stu d e n ts co m in g fro m a cro s s th e U .S . a n d P u e rto R ico."
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